Facial Recognition Technology Market Research
The project was scoped to provide an analysis of the use of facial recognition technologies, support
identifying market opportunities (primarily the transport and the accommodation industries) as well as an
analysis of current providers.

Face Recognition Industry Overview
The global market for facial recognition is a growing one, currently estimated to be at around £2.9 billion
($4.05 billion) as of November 2017 and estimated to increase to around £5.6 billion ($7.76 billion) in 20221,
an estimated 92% increase. The largest market for facial recognition is currently in North America, valued at
$0.54 billion alone in 20162, which would make it at least a quarter of all global spending. Europe has the
second largest market share and many of the largest facial recognition companies are founded within it. It is
however Asia that is the most rapidly growing market, with the world’s largest market in surveillance that is
making large investments in Facial Recognition (SenseTime raised $410 million in its latest round of
fundraising3) and implementing it country-wide. With facial recognition applications being increasingly
adopted globally there are clearly opportunities for providers to access.
At present, there are three major markets in which Facial Recognition Technology is predominantly being
used: security, authentication and analysis. A brief review of recent news and articles related to each of
these areas is provided below.

Facial recognition in security
Within the UK, the police have been trialling facial recognition technology in CCTV cameras as a pre-emptive
security measure during the Notting Hill Carnival since 2016. The technology has been used to scan the faces
in the crowd against police databases, containing the Electronic Wanted and Missing Person system 4, to
identify those who have an outstanding arrest or who are known offenders and banned from attending.
Feedback released by the Biometric Commissioner includes that they have so far found recognition used is
poor in crowded situations as opposed to those of test conditions5, this however has improved since the
initial trial in 20166.
There has also come with it a recommendation for a single facial recognition system to be used, as opposed
to several, or continuously changing ones, in order to legislate around its use. In a 2012 High Court ruling it
was deemed a breach of human rights for the police to unnecessarily keep the photos of innocent people
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(those not charged or convicted), therefore during the carnival only the photos that came up as a positive
match with a wanted offender were able to be stored by the police. This ruling continues to be a point of
uncertainty within the UK regarding the use of facial recognition technology within law enforcement, and is
awaiting further legislation in order to clarify its permitted use. Despite this, the Home office have planned
to invest £5m on a facial recognition project to be used initially in law enforcement, with the intention that
it may be later used in the public sector7, thus showing that the UK Government values facial recognition as
a useful tool.
In addition to the increasing use in law enforcement, facial recognition technology has long been used by
the Border Force via ePassport gates (since 2008) and in 2017 the first ePassport gates opened in Paris at
the Gare du Nord8, the French entrance to the Eurostar, marking the first overseas deployment of UK
ePassport gates. Similar technology includes the SmartGate in Australia and various ABC (automatic border
control) eGates globally although the above cited Government press release claims that the UK Border Force
processes the highest number using facial recognition in the world, passing 100 million at the beginning of
2017. In some areas, physical and digital boarding passes are being replaced by facial recognition gates,
which do not need accompanying documents.
American companies Jet blue and Delta and the Dutch KLM9 are among those trialling the technology within
domestic flights whilst British Airways introduced the technology on its international flights from LAX
following its own domestic introduction10, this marked the first international application.
Dubai, in partnership with British start-up ObjectTech, is
also planning to replace security booths and even eGates
with tunnels displaying a virtual aquarium as well as other
cinematics and adverts that will capture passengers’
biometrics without use of documents. To be introduced in
2018, the system creates a digital passport (containing the
same information as ePassport chips) using facial matches
and is secured by blockchain technology so that the data
contained is only viewable by the passport owner11.
China however boasts the largest video surveillance market in the world, with a worth of $6.4bn 12 and 176
million surveillance cameras - at least 20 million of these employing facial recognition software with plans
to add 450 million more by 202013.
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Facial recognition in authentication
Facial recognition as a means of authentication is a thriving industry, with it being applied to more products
and services on a wider scale. Hardware that involves facial recognition includes the new IPhone X which
uses FaceID as a means of unlocking the device and authorising contactless payments. This largely suggests
that similar capabilities will be introduced into the next generation of different brand mobile devices, as seen
in the widespread adoption of fingerprint scanners after the iPhone introduced the feature in 2013.
As it stands, the iPhone’s share of the market is extremely large, leading the UK market share at 34.4%14 and
the American market at 30.4%15 (Q3 2017) thus is well placed to introduce new users to facial recognition as
a mainstream means of authentication. A patent has also been obtained by Apple in adding the technology
into the Mac and Macbook16 and are reportedly releasing a new high-end iPad also featuring the technology,
suggesting that the FaceID feature will be even more prevalent in the future. Apple’s global computer market
share rests at around 7% (2017)17 and share of the tablet market at 25.8% (2017)18.
Windows Hello, a similar facial recognition login system using infrared light, has been in existence since 2015
on SurfacePro tablets and some computers. This feature is only available on certain computers which have
a camera of the correct capability for it to function, a number which so far has been limited (only 59
computers listed as having the functionality including SurfacePro models)19. Therefore an opportunity exists
in the market in creating an infrared capable camera to go in a wider variety of laptops or improve algorithms
to work securely on low-resolution cameras to make this service more widely available and thus better
known.
Using advanced facial recognition as a means of identity verification has been shown to be a very convenient
method of authentication and is being used often in the field of Access Control; granting people access to
specific areas or buildings. For example, the upcoming 2020 Tokyo Olympics is planning to use NEC facial
recognition for access means, such as identifying and speeding up entry processes for athletes, journalists
and officials in the venue20. It also can be used as an effective method of enrolment in the hospitality sector,
being used as a secure way to register guests in hotels, while maintaining high levels of security of the site.
Several hotels in Asia are opting for an automated method of check-in with facial recognition and selfies
allowing guests to check themselves in through an app21. This also offers the staff at the hotel opportunities
for better general service by being alerted to the presence of guests and particular VIPs quickly. Similarly the
technology can be used to replace key cards by assigning identities to rooms on check-in, as done in the
automated “Hen na Hotel” in Japan22.
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This technology can be seen to be more secure than an access code, such as a pin, which can often be easily
cracked or discovered. The wide scale adoption of facial recognition in the financial sector, to authorise
banking transactions online and at ATMs, also supports it being a safe and quick method of authentication.
Alipay is one popular Chinese mobile and online payment
platform that allows login by face and has approximately 520
million registered users. This technology is being taken further,
with “smile-to-pay” in a KFC in Hangzhou, China, which allows
those with their faces registered on Alipay’s platform to use
their face to pay for food in store (pictured right). A similar ageverification process is to be trialled in two UK supermarkets
using an application created by British start-up company, Yoti23.
Users register on the app, adding their identification such as a
passport, then can prove their identity on self-service machines
by selfie without needing to wait for staff.
New ATMs have been built across China that allow facial recognition as authentication in different capacities.
Some in the area of Macau use the face alongside PINs to prevent money laundering24. The technology is
also being used elsewhere in China to replace the need for a bank card, where the face is scanned and an ID
number or mobile number is entered to withdraw money25. So far there is at least 1,000 of these bankcardless machines across the country with more planned to be installed. While there are potential risks that a
flaw or defect could result in someone’s money being taken out by accident/exploitation, there is currently
a withdrawal limit of 3000 Yuan (£333), similar to contactless card payment limits - a technology that has far
less security and greater exposure to risk.
There are also face scanners at counters in many banks across China as a direct measure against
identification fraud, again showing the security benefit facial recognition technology brings to the financial
sector. Lloyds is planning to introduce a similar measure using facial scanning, in a collaboration with
Microsoft’s Hello software, which will give customers the option to logon to their accounts via biometrics
and facial recognition which is one of the first instances of facial recognition in the financial sector outside
of Asia26.
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Facial recognition for analytics
There are many current uses of facial recognition for analytics, adapted to different needs, however primarily
for business benefits. Aside from alerting shop owners to the presence of database black-listed people, some
facial recognition software can give demographical analysis on footfall in more depth than just gross number.
Facial recognition algorithms are diverse and intelligent enough to recognise features (such as hats/
sunglasses) and demographical characteristics (like gender/age) that can be used to gather data without
collecting direct personal identification of a person. One example, an American pizza shop called Oslo, used
this technology to record the duration different demographics viewed their ads for and whether they were
smiling or not27; it showed that less women visited their shop which is useful knowledge for marketing and
widening a client base.
This technology is being used in shops to gather consumer demographics allowing them to employ more
directed and effective marketing - if they know that a product is more like to be bought by someone in a
certain age group adverts can be catered to that group. Similarly, the company nViso tracks emotion to
measure reactions to different advertisements and products which is an effective way of testing material to
audiences and gaining tangible data. Equally being compatible with low-res webcams it can be used to test
a wider audience than traditional methods.
A 2015 survey by Computer Services Corporation found that 25% of British shops already used facial
recognition systems (with this amount going up 59% for fashion retailers) however many of these are used
solely for security28. A number of more sophisticated uses are now however being rolled out e.g. identifying
high-spend customers for preferential treatment, triggering personalised offers in store, as well as better
use of data to track movements and shopper patterns to improve store layouts.
Facial recognition technology has also been used in an attempt to benefit the end user. For example,
Facebook recently announced the newest use for its recognition algorithms - informing users if they are in a
photo that someone else has uploaded, even if they have not been tagged in it 29. This is an extension of
previous recognition processes by Facebook such as ‘suggested tags’. This new feature however will not be
available in all areas, for example Canada which has stricter rules on the use of such data.
Facial recognition technology has also been used to aid searches for missing persons and children. Not only
is it possible for smart video surveillance cameras to pick out individuals on a database, the software itself
has been used to predict what a person will look like in different conditions, such as having been homeless
for a period of time or aged 10 years30.
Finally, in a similar way to the tracking of emotions for adverts mentioned above, a business school in Paris
is using software called Nestor to track concentration levels of students watching lessons online and create
tests based on the areas where concentration is shown to have dropped 31. This technology can have the
potential to aid learning in different ways, such as identifying teaching methods with low intake rates and
27Lisa
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identifying struggling students in larger or busier environments, thus improving teaching and student
prospects.

Identification of market opportunities across the transport sector
Train lines are one area where the application of facial recognition technologies could help provide insight
across a range of factors e.g. footfall, customer demographics as well as deliver practical benefits e.g.
security, automation and efficiency.
Since privatisation of passenger rail service in the mid-1990s, there have been two types of passenger service
on the GB network: open access operators (i.e. those that bid for ‘slots’ – specific parts of the overall National
Rail timetable – to operate their own passenger services) and franchisees (i.e. those who operate a
contracted service on a particular part of the rail network under licence from the Government and the
regulator). By far the majority of services are run by franchises.
In August 2017 the Commons Library published two papers on the
passenger rail services in England. The first paper32 providing an
overview of how passenger rail services are provided in England,
franchising operates and the policies of previous governments. It
looks forward and summarises a number of reports tasked with
looking at the future of the rail industry, primarily highlighting
great uncertainties around public ownership, partnership
working, the impact of Brexit, and implementation of greater
devolution. The second report33 provides an overview of each of
individual franchises in Great Britain.
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Beyond the papers above The Department for Transport openly publish a schedule for the renewal of the
GB rail franchises. Annual updates of the schedule are typically published in July and accessed can be here
www.gov.uk/government/publications/rail-franchise-schedule.
This schedule provides details on the end dates of each current franchise as well as the dates for expression
of interest and invitation to tender phases for upcoming franchise agreements. Please note however that
the schedule is only published once a year and as such doesn’t capture in year changes. The House of
Commons briefing is updated more regularly (most recently in Jan 2018).
The table below provides key information relating to the GB franchises and is listed in chronological order
i.e. those most soon to be renewed prioritised at the top.
Franchise
Cross Country
Great Western
East Midlands

32
33

Scheduled Expression of Interest Date
Mar 2018
Sept 2018
Unclear, however latest update was
reported in Rail Magazine (Oct 2017) “The
current franchise will end in August 2019.

Current Franchisee
Arriva UK Trains, owned by Deutsche Bahn
FirstGroup
Stagecoach Group-owned by East Midlands
Trains since 2007

House of Commons Library, Passenger rail services in England Briefing Paper (SN06521), 18/08/17
House of Commons Library, Rail Passenger Franchises Briefing Paper (SN01343), 18/01/18

Thameslink, Southern
and Great Northern
Chiltern
InterCity East Coast

DfT currently intends to issue an Invitation
to Tender in April 2018 before a contract
award is made to the winning bidder in
spring 201934.”
Feb 2020

Trans-Pennine Express

May 2020
Originally Aug 2021, however current
debate over future of this trainline
following concerns over current operation.
Recently (Jan 2018) debated in
parliament35.
Sept 2021

South Western

Jan 2023

Northern
East Anglia

Sept 2023
Mar 2024

West Midlands

Indicative (late 2024)

Essex Thameside
Wales & Borders

Indicative (early 2028)
Currently underway (In Sept 2017 the
Welsh Government invited final
Tenders from 4 pre-qualified bidders.
Currently underway (The most recent Rail
Franchise Schedule states that the new
franchise will not start until December
2018)
Currently underway.
In May 2016 the Government issued a
consultation on the future West
Coast franchise, due to be awarded in
November 2017 with services set to begin
in April 2018.

South Eastern

West Coast Partnership

Govia, a joint venture between Go-Ahead
Group plc and Keolis (the latter majority
owned by the French state rail operator SNCF)
Arriva UK Trains, owned by Deutsche Bahn
Inter City Railways Limited, owned by
Stagecoach Group
and Virgin Group (90:10 split)

FirstGroup and Keolis (the latter majority
owned by the French state rail operator SNCF)
First MTR (the MTR Corporation is owned by
the Hong Kong Government)
Arriva UK Trains, owned by Deutsche Bahn
Abellio, owned by NedRailways (Nederlandse
Spoorwegen) and Mitsui (60:40 joint venture)
Govia, a joint venture between Go-Ahead
Group plc and Keolis (the latter majority
owned by the French state rail operator SNCF)
Trenitalia UK, owned by Italian State Railways
Arriva UK Trains, owned by Deutsche Bahn

London & South Eastern Railway Limited,
owned by Govia – a joint venture between GoAhead Group plc and Keolis (the latter majority
owned by the French state rail operator SNCF)
West Coast Trains Limited, owned by Virgin
Group and Stagecoach Group

Contact details for a majority of these Train Operating Companies can be found via the national rail website
- http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/tocs_maps/tocs/TrainOperators.aspx
One key element likely to feature in future tenders is the desire for operators to “exploit emerging
technologies to deliver a step change in passenger experience and the delivery of services”, something
recently specified in the West Coast Partnership (which includes the design, mobilisation and initial
operation of High Speed 2)36.
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Identification of market opportunities within the accommodation industry
Time spent researching this element was limited however what was obvious from a scan of potential sources
was that there was no obvious single point or portal of tendering for the industry. The number of websites
promoting opportunities is vast, as is the number of agencies offering services to source relevant
opportunities.
Following conversations with others experienced with the construction industry it was recommended that
the best route to market for a new technology such as facial recognition would potentially be via architect
and development firms who can easily incorporate the technology at early design stage and plan for use
across authentication, security and analytics.
One route to accessing these firms would be through the large accommodation providers approved
contractors lists e.g. Travelodge who openly publish their preferred contractors and architects e.g. Aros
Architects (http://arosarchitects.com/), Dexter Moren Architects (http://www.dextermoren.com/), HFP
Architects (http://hfparchitects.co.uk/), JWA Architects (http://www.jwa-architects.co.uk/), Wake
Architects (http://www.wakearchitects.com/).
Other large hotel chains and their supplier facing sites include:
 InterContinental Hotels Group PLC (includes Holiday Inn) - https://www.ihgplc.com/business/suppliers
 Premier Inn - https://www.whitbread.co.uk/global/property-and-suppliers/suppliers.html
 Best Western - https://www.bestwestern.co.uk/business/hotel-development
 Hilton - https://www.mysupplymanagement.com/supplier

Provider Analysis
The table below lists a number of Facial Recognition businesses. Please note this work was time limited
and therefore is not exhaustive, additional sources of potential competitors are listed beneath the table.
Markets
(Facial Rec)

Business

3M
https://www.3m.co.uk
/




Identity
Management (sold)
Surveillance
software

Overview/Notes

Location

Company provides products and services over a
wide range of sectors, including Health Care,
Transportation, Energy and Safety. Regularly
included in different lists of major global players for
Facial recognition.



USA Headquarters
(Main)
Maplewood,
Minnesota



UK Headquarters
3M United Kingdom
PLC
3M Centre
Cain Road
Bracknell, RG12 8HT



Offices in +69 more
countries

Live Face Identification system which teaches itself
facial landmarks and can distinguish between
moods. Can work in a crowd- comparing all usable
instances of a face and compares them against a
database which can then send a notification in real
time.
Identity Management Business offering services to
governments, law enforcement and border control
with turnover $215m ($58m profit) in 2016 for

operations. Acquired by Gemalto for $850m end of
2016.

Advanced Biometrics
(ABI)
http://www.advanced
biometrics.com/soluti
ons/

http://www.animetric
s.com/

Aurora Computer
Services






Child Recovery
ID cards & Passports
Law Enforcement
Security (counterterrorism and airport
security)



Digital facial
reconstruction
Video Surveillance
Identity
Management




http://www.aware.co
m/biometrics

http://ayonix.com/

378th

Largest UK based facial recognition company.
Technology used in self-boarding gates for British
Airways, which are an extension of ePassport gates
used at Heathrow and Manchester airports.37 Logs
around 15 million transactions a year.

Banking
authentication
Identity
Management
Border Management
Law Enforcement
Defence and
Intelligence
Surveillance
software

USA based biometric company, using fingerprints,
iris and facial recognition as means of
authentication and identification. Reported $5.9m
revenue in Q3 2017 (2016 year end revenues
$21.6m).

Identity Verification
Computer Security
Financial
Law enforcement

NIST 201438 (US government vendor test for
evaluating facial recognition technologies) placed
Ayonix second fastest in the world.










Canada
Headquarters
5359 Jibset Bay,
Delta, BC,
Canada V4K 4N1



USA Headquarters
Conway, New
Hampshire



UK Headquarters
The Charles Parker
Building Midland
Road, Higham
Ferrers
NN10 8DN



USA Headquarters
Boston
40 Middlesex
Turnpike
Bedford,
Massachusetts 0173
0



Offices in Munich,
Nairobi, Sao Paulo



Japan Headquarters
1-10-7-508 Higashi
Gotanda,
Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo, 141-0022

Real time Face Recognition which can turn facial
captures into 3D avatars. Similarly apply this
technique for law enforcement, creating a 3D
model from 2D shots.





Ayonix

2D/3D Face Recognition algorithms which can be
integrated into applications.

Airport Identification
Verification for entry
Deep Learning





Created the ChildBase for the National Crime Squad
in the UK, to process paedophilic images including
facial recognition, the largest system of its kind in
the world. Aids in identifying paedophiles and
recover missing /abused children.





http://auroracs.co.uk/

Aware

Canada’s largest facial recognition company.
Advised to governments of US, UK, Canada, Finland,
Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong and
Philippines.

Uses Infra-Red facial recognition to overcome
changes in lighting that reduces accuracy rather
than CCTV. Offers Contactless Access Control to
secure areas through FaceSentinel service and
cloud based image-matching.

Software available across different platforms:
mobile devices, browser based and workstation
applications and software development kits. Offers
data formatting and storing, quality analysis and
reporting.

September 2017, https://www.internationalairportreview.com/article/38354/aurora-facial-recognition/
Patrick Grother, Mei Ngan, 26th May 2014, Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT), accessed at: http://ws680.nist.gov/publication/get_pdf.cfm?pub_id=915761
24th January 2018
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Surveillance
software

Works with large companies such as Sanyo, Sony,
Shard and Panasonic.



Offices in Brazil,
Hungary, Srilanka,
Dubai, Hong Kong,
South Africa and
Poland



Germany
Headquarters
Dresden
Headquarters
Grossenhainer Str.
101, Tower B
01127 Dresden

Software available across different platforms:
standalone, cloud, mobile. Advanced features
include people analytics: gender and age detection,
smile detector, sunglasses detector and face
tracking.



Cognitec Systems
http://www.cognitec.c
om/






Border Control
Identity
Management
Identity Verification
Law Enforcement
Security
Surveillance
software

Image processing and pattern recognition, such as
face localisation and tracking on images and videos.
Matching algorithms for enrolment, verification and
identification. Used in eGates at Venice Marco Polo
Airport for verification and in Macau Casino to
prevent banned persons from entering.
Checks for features like gender, age, pose, lighting,
glasses or eyes shut and image colouring and
exposure. Can work with 2D data and 3D data.






Crossmatch

Dahua Technologies
http://www.dahuasec
urity.com/








Background Checks
Identity Verification
Law Enforcement

Deep Learning
Surveillance
software

Biometric company that primarily specialises in
hand, palm and fingerprint scanning. Integrated
facial recognition as another means of identification
within products. In 2012 incorporated NEC facial
recognition technology into existing portable
hardware (SEEK).

Provider of video surveillance products and
services, with the world’s second largest market
share.
Integrates deep learning algorithms into cameras
and can send an alert to owner when a specific
individual is spotted.






Offices in:
Maryland, USA,
Sydney, Australia
Sevilla, Spain
US Headquarters
3950 RCA Boulevard,
Suite 5001
Palm Beach Gardens
(Virginia and
California too)
UK Office:
Reading
Offices in China,
India, Czech
Republic, Taiwan,
Germany and UAE

China Headquarters
No.1199, Bin’an
Road, Binjiang
District, Hangzhou




Daon


Identity
management
Identity Verification

Combines different forms of biometrics such as
voice recognition, face recognition and fingerprint
with other factors like location to form secure
verification parameters.



USA
Headquarters
Washington DC
11911 Freedom
Drive
Suite 900
Reston VA
20190
Dublin, Ireland
Canberra,
Australia


Face++
https://www.faceplus
plus.com/





Deep Learning
(Brain++)
Financial
Identity verification
Surveillance
software

Otherwise known as Megvii, China’s biggest facial
recognition company. Have recently raised $460
million in capital to invest into R&D (November
2017). Valued at nearly $2bn.
Estimated to be growing 400% annually. Founded as
a start-up in 2016. Created software for alipay’s
“scan-your-face-to-pay”. Technology used across
China for transport and access. FaceID online web
platform of verification.



China
Headquarters:
Beijing

Analyses different features like age, gender,
emotion, ethnicity, eye status and image quality.
Offers face comparison and face searching.

FaceFirst
https://www.facefirst.
com/

Facewatch








https://www.facewatc
h.co.uk/

Gemalto
https://www.gemalto.
com/







Border Control
Child Recovery
Law Enforcement
Surveillance
software

Surveillance
software

Access Control
Border Control
Enrolment
ePassport chips
within Passport
Law enforcement

Used as a terrorism deterrent by seeking out
wanted faces across multiple locations. Also looks
for missing people and children.



USA Headquarters
Encino, California,
USA



UK Headquarters



France
Headquarters
6, rue de la Verrerie
– CS20001
92197 Meudon
Cedex
Singapore
Headquarters
12 Ayer Rajah
Crescent
139941 Singapore
USA Headquarters
9442 Capital of
Texas Highway
North, Suite 400
Austin, TX, 78759

Works in crowds, and can identify face from a large
database. Used in airports, stadiums and retailers
like Walmart.
Platform aimed at retailers, notifies shop owners in
proximity that a person of interest is operating in
the area.
Clients are first approved before being given access
to the police database of persons of interest and
can update it. Shared with all users of the platform.

Acquired 3M’s Identity Management Business for
$850m and integrated it into its own governmental
contracts.



Reported $867.4m revenue Q2 2017




Herta Security
http://www.hertasecu
rity.com/en






Surveillance
software
Law Enforcement
Identity Verification
Marketing

Integrates facial recognition software into video
surveillance and forensic analysis. Can distinguish
features like age and gender and ethnicity that can
be used for marketing purposes.
Functions in crowded areas.


Spanish
Headquarters
C/ Pau Claris 165 4º
B
08037 Barcelona
Av. Manoteras 52
28050 Madrid
Offices in London
and Los Angeles

Idemia
https://www.morpho
.com/en

Key Lemon
https://www.keylemo
n.com/








Access Control
Law Enforcement
Video Surveillance

Identity verification
Financial



France
Headquarters
11 Boulevard Galleni
92130- issy-lesMoulineaux



Offices in 26 other
countries

Also use live face recognition software to create a
database and assign faces to the watchlist or
perform facial analysis, storing the data.



UK office

Facial recognition authentication software that can
be integrated into mobile applications.



Switzerland
Headquarters
Reu du College 1
CH-1920 Matigny
Switzerland





7 USA offices
5 UK offices
Offices in 53 other
countries



Lithuania
Headquarters
Laisves pr. 125A,
Vilnius, LT-06118



Russia Headquarters
Moscow, 123056
Bol’shaya
Gruzinskaya street
61-2
Cyprus Office
13, Prevezis Str.
Office 101
1065 Nicosia,

Make modular, standalone or IP-networked face
readers for Access Control Terminals. For use
across public sector facilities like prisons and
government facilities as well as sensitive or secure
areas.

255 Wharfedale
Road Winnersh
Triangle RG41 STP –
Wokingham

Used as authentication for banking apps and local
clients.
One of the largest facial recognition companies.
Very accurate facial recognition software. Claimed
to be capable of distinguishing identical twins and
those who have had surgery.

NEC Technologies
http://uk.nec.com

Neurotechnology
http://www.neurotec
hnology.com/

Ntechlab
https://ntechlab.com/















Access Control
Border Control
Healthcare
Transport
Video Surveillance

Gaze tracking
Identity
Management
Surveillance
software

Deep Learning
Identity
Management
Surveillance
software

Being used in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics as access
control. Guest enrolment at The Lemon Tree hotel
in India uses their facial recognition software.
Currently working with Singapore’s government in
detection of suspicious behaviour. Acquired UK
police and NHS software provider Northgate Public
Service for £475 million (Jan 2018).

Real time face detection and masking of individual
faces, masks reacting to changes and moving with
expressions.
Also do 3D mapping of 2D objects.
As well as doing face detection, also can hide the
face in real-time via pixilation.

Develops AI algorithms, including facial recognition
and deep learning.
Creators of FindFace, a software that recognises
faces within a large database.
Won two out of three categories of US intelligence
competition, winning $25000 for each. Areas won



were “verification accuracy” and “identification
speed”39
150,000 CCTV cameras using Nviso software in
Moscow

Nviso
http://www.nviso.ch/

ObjectTech
http://www.objecttec
hgroup.com/

Safran
https://www.morpho.
com/en

SenseTime
https://www.sensetim
e.com/?lang=en-us











ePassport
Identity
Management
Border Control

Identity
Management
Law Enforcement

Emotion analytics in real time useful for market
research and brands.







https://technobraingr
oup.com/



Deep Learning
Identity
Management
Surveillance
Software

Identity
Management
Financial



Switzerland
Headquarters
PSE-D
Site EPFL
CH-1015 Lausanne



UK headquarters
41 Luke Street,
London England,
EC21 4AR



France
Headquarters
11 Boulevard Galleni
92130- issy-lesMoulineaux



Offices in 26 other
countries



UK office
255 Wharfedale
Road Winnersh
Triangle RG41 STP –
Wokingham




Office in China
Office in Japan



Dubai Headquarters
Ras Al Khaimah
Dubai
19 Offices across
Africa
2 India Offices
USA Office
UK Office
St Nicholas House

Cloud services or local installations. Works across
platforms such as PCs mobiles.
Creating Self-sovereign identification, which is your
face being access to services like financial and
travel, without the information being available to
others through blockchain encryption.
Working in conjunction with Dubai Department of
Economic development to introduce new
document-less boarding.

Part of Idemia (above). Identity and security
company that works as a system for facial search,
comparison and analysis.
System used by police in Netherlands

Techno Brain

39

Surveillance
software
Identity
Management

Founded in 2014, Chinese company offers real-time
face detection and tracking. Works on crowds and
on low quality images. Used in a lot of CCTV
cameras in China.
Also involved in other areas of AI like autonomous
driving and robot sensing. Received investment of
$410 million in July from fundraising.
African based company. Use biometrics as
authentication. Data management and analysis
software.
Software called SecuRegister is a biometric citizen
enrolment, verification and identification system.
Used in India USA and Africa.
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St Nicholas Road
Sutton
Surrey SM1 1EH
Viseum
http://www.viseum.co
.uk/







Yitu Technology
http://www.yitutech.c
om/




Yoti



https://www.yoti.com
/



ZK Teco
http://www.zkteco.eu
/

Zycomm
https://www.zycomm.
co.uk/








Airport Security
Law Enforcement
Surveillance
Software
Anti-Terrorism
Transport

Deep Learning
Surveillance
Software

Identity
Management
Payment

Access Control
Surveillance
Software

Access Control
Surveillance
Software
Transport

Automated video capture of evidence for rapid
response and investigations. Detects and confirms
incidents and identifies faces and vehicles.



UK Headquarters
Turnberry House,
1404-1410 High
Road,
Whetstone,
London



China Headquarters
Unit 846, DOB-EManor, 1189
Wuzhong Road,
Minhang District,
Shanghai

Internationally patented and used by the
Metropolitan police.

Raised $380 million from investors from Sequoia
China (venture capitalist firm operating in Silicon
Valley)
Won $25000 prize from US intelligence competition
for best performing facial recognition in category
Identification Accuracy, recognizing the most faces
of passengers walking on an aircraft boarding
ramp40

Encrypted identity application for verification.
Works with public sector organisations like NSPCC
and ChildLine and NHS as well as worldpay.

Unit 905, Tower 1,
Bright China Chang
An Building, 7
Jianguo Mennei
Street, Dongcheng
District,
Shanghai


UK Headquarters
Fountain House
130 Fenchurch
Street
London, EC3M 5DJ



Spain Headquarters
Av. Camino de lo
Cortao,
10 Nave 1 28703 S.S.
de los Reyes
Madrid



UK Headquarters
51 Nottingham Road
Ripley
Derbyshire
DE5 3AS

Two UK supermarkets trialling their FaceID payment
applications in 2018.
Biometric company specialising in access control,
attendance devices and video surveillance.
Products include hardware and accessories.
Fingerprint and facial scanners.
Facial recognition algorithms to identify specific
customers. Can send an alert to owner in real time.
Also do vehicle recognition.
Other products include security cameras and two
way radio devices, widely used in rescue
operations.

For more also see:
 www.biometricupdate.com/service-directory/facial-recognition - List of facial recognition companies,
although tends to exclude Chinese ones.
 https://findbiometrics.com/company-directory/ - List of biometric companies, not exclusively facial.
40
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www.nist.gov/programs-projects/face-recognition-vendor-test-frvt - Vendor tests by US government
testing performance of facial recognition.

